We propose here a 5-dimensional electrodynamic model based on the mixing between the Maxwell gauge potential and a 3-form (Abelian) gauge field by means of a topological mass term. An extended covariant derivative is introduced to minimally couple a Dirac field to the Maxwell potential, while this same covariant derivative couples the 3-form non-minimally to the charged fermion. A number of properties are discussed in 5D; in particular, the appearance of a topological fermionic current. A 4-dimensional reduced version of the model is investigated and there emerges an extra set of electric-and magnetic-like fields which contribute a negative pressure and may be identified as a possible fraction of dark energy. Another consequence we contemplate is the emergence of an extra massive neutral gauge boson which may be taken as a Z 0 ' particle to be detected at accelerator energies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The possibility of a multidimensional Universe has raised a growing interest over the years.
Currently, the reasons for this interest primarily comes from models such as Superstring Theory, which is able to incorporate gravity in a natural and consistent way [1] .
As a consequence of the superstring landscape, it is nowadays widely accepted that the structure of spacetime must be described as the product of a 5-dimensional Anti-de Sitter space by a hypersphere in 5D as well. Thus, we adopt the viewpoint that the fundamental physics may be derived from five space-time and five compact internal dimensions.
In addition, the possibility of an equivalence between a classical gravity theory defined in a 5-dimensional space-time bulk and a quantum gauge theory (Yang-Mills) on the corresponding 4-dimensional boundary was first proposed by Maldacena in 1997 [2] . Important aspects of the correspondence were elaborated in articles by Gubser, Klebanov, and Polyakov, and by Edward Witten [3] [4] [5] .
We shall not however adopt the AdS 5 /CF T 4 correspondence in its full sense. What we borrow from the this correspondence is simply the point of view that our fundamental physics takes place in 5D; whether this physics should be specifically analyzed in an AdS 5 or a 5D Minkowski scenario will actually depend on the particular phenomenon in question.
Here, we shall assume that, so long as electromagnetic interactions are considered, we do not consider the presence of a cosmological constant in the five-dimensional world. For the investigation we aim to pursue, our onset is a 5-dimensional Minkowski space-time.
Actually, in the present study, we explore the consequences of an extra dimension [6] , by just considering Minkowski space as the background space-time, for the effect of the curvature of the Anti-de Sitter space (induced by a cosmological constant 10 −48 GeV 2 [7] ) yields negligible effects as compared to the scale of masses and lengths of QED [8] . In other words, by neglecting the cosmological constant, the isometry group of AdS 5 , i.e., SO (2, 4) reduces to the five-dimensional Poincaré group. So, we shall here consider a model for electromagnetic interactions in a five-dimensional Minkowski space and our four-dimensional physics must come out as the result of a specific dimensional reduction scheme rather than by holographic projection.
It is noteworthy that, if we were considering the quantum effects of gravitation, the cosmological constant should not be neglected, for it is known that the latter induces the production of gravitons with mass of the order of the Planck mass [9, 10] . However, in the case we are concerned with, massive gravitons do not couple to the associated fluctuations of the electron due to the fact that they are highly massive, leading us to conclude that the energy regime of Quantum Electrodynamics validity does not provide energy enough to excite those gravitons induced by the cosmological constant.
From this perspective, we present a proposal in favor of an accelerating expansion of the Universe, phenomenon dubbed dark energy [11] . Our model may also justify the appearance of an extra neutral massive boson [12] . In order to achieve this task, we initially consider whether a rank-2 gauge field in 5D could contain the information of Maxwell's electrodynamics. We conclude that this field can indeed be more interesting to approach electrodynamics in 5 dimensions [13] . After that, we analyze how to introduce a massive photon in a 5-dimensional scenario and we understand that the most natural way would be adding up a topological term built up by the mixing between the Maxwell field and a 3-form gauge potential.
In connection with the study of the 3-form [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , the mass of the photon is included in order to seek a situation that is as broad as possible, i.e., capable of exploring all the possibilities that a 3-form may offer. According to the work by Koivisto and Nunes [26] , 3-forms may be used to model dark energy. However, the 3-form was initially studied separately, evaluating only its kinetic term [27] . Subsequently, the 3-form was reassessed to include coupling [29] . Here, we intend to investigate the 3-form in association with the Maxwell's field, in a 5D scenario, by means of a topological Chern-Simons-like mass term.
In a recent paper [31] , the authors show how a vortex gauge field, whenever coupled to charged fermions, induce, by radiative corrections, a gauge invariant mass term for the photon. Rather than as a dynamical effect, like in the paper [31] , in our work, this mass term arises from a dimensional reduction from 5D model where there is a topological mass term, as it shall be presented further on.
Five-dimensional Chern-Simons theory, in its Abelian version, has recently been used by Qi, Witten and Zhang (QWZ) in the context of modeling topological superconductors [32] . As it is known, in a superconductivity process, the massive photon must be present to accommodate the Meissner effect, responsible for the expulsion of the magnetic field from inside the superconductor materials. Thus, due to the physics of topological superconductors being processed in five dimensions, in accordance with the QWZ's formulation, the photon, in this case, could also gain mass by a mechanism of topological mass generation according to our proposal.
In summary, we intend to explore an electrodynamic model that uses both a 3-form gauge and a 1-form gauge in a coupled way in order to generate massive fields in a 5-dimensional scenario. By dimensional reduction [33] , we reach a model that presents in its spectrum a massive vector boson, neutral (from the mixing between a one-form and 3-form gauge)
and degenerated (i.e., with the same mass) with a neutral scalar associated to the mixing between a genuine scalar field and a vector field of longitudinal nature. Our work follows the outline below.
In Section II, we present the model we adopt to pursue our investigation. We divide it in two subsections in which we obtain the equation fields, the conservation laws and dimensional reduction of the model to 4D. Next, in Section III, we add fermions to the action of the model in 5D discussed in the previous section. We obtain the fermionic conserved currents in 5D. This action is reduced to 4D, and we calculate the propagators of the model. Finally, our Concluding Comments are cast in Section IV.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
Taking for granted the importance of understanding physics in our 4-dimensional world from a more fundamental 5-dimensional physics, we focus here on a study of a specific electrodynamic model in 5 dimensions aiming at the possible consequences it yields in a 4-dimensional space-time.
Thus, in this Section, we present the model which consists of a Lagrangian density containing the kinetic terms for each gauge field (Aμ, and Cμνκ), and a mixing term between them. This mixing term is capable of ensuring that the mass of the associated particle is independent of the metric characteristics of the space. It is known in the literature as a topological term [34] [35] [36] . We also exhibit the field equations, the Bianchi identities and the conservation laws.
Consider the action in 5D whose corresponding Lagrangian density is as follows:
where Aμ is the Maxwell field and Cμνκ is the 3-form gauge, one of the main elements of this study. The notation of the indices in 5 dimensions isμ = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. The tensor Fμν is the usual electromagnetic field strength, and the tensor Hμνκλ is the completely antisymmetric field strength associated with the 3-form field, Cμνκ:
The parameters α and β are both real. It is not dificult to check that the β-parameter has mass dimension. The action defined through the Lagrangian (1) is invariant under the following Abelian gauge transformations in 5D:
where Λ and ξμν are real functions and ξμν is a antisymmetric tensor field. The trans-
formation (3) is the already known one from electrodynamics, U(1) Aμ , whereas (4) is the antisymmetrized version of the gauge transformation for a rank-3 tensor, U(1) Cμνκ . Thus, the action is said to be U(1) Aμ ⊗ U(1) Cμνκ -invariant. The Lagrangian (1) gives us the field
where the relations between the dual tensors Fμνκ and Fμν are given by the expressions
As for the relations between Hμ and Hμνκλ, the expressions are given by Hμνκλ = ǫμνκλρ Hρ and Hμ = 1 4! ǫμνκλρHνκλρ .
The Bianchi identities associated to the fields Fμν and Hμνκλ are, respectively:
∂μHνκλρ + ∂νHκλρμ + ∂κHνλμρ
Expression (10) can also be cast in a more compact form in terms of the dual of Hμνκλ, i.e.:
∂μ Hμ = 0 .
The field equations (5) and (6) are coupled and we must necessarily decouple them in order to implement the procedure that will reveal the mass of the particle(s) associated(s) with both fields. The procedure used here to decouple the equations consists in multiplying equation (5) by ǫνᾱβγσ∂σ and proceeding in an analogous way with equation (6) . Thus, we
and
Therefore, it is noted from (12-13) that both fields obtain the same mass term, which is
. Where, it is considered that the parameter α must be restricted to a negative real number. The energy-momentum tensor is obtained multiplying the equation (5) by Fνᾱ and using the following relation between the dual fields
Then, we insert the equation (6) and after the application of the Leibniz's rule, we obtain
Thus, replacing the Bianchi identities (9-10) and using the following relation
we obtain the continuity equation
where Θμᾱ, the energy-momentum tensor associated with the Lagrangian (1), is given by
Comparing the second term of Θμᾱ with the kinetic term of the rank-3 tensor field in (1), we can set the value of the parameter as α = −1/8. Thus, we rewrite the mass as m
and thus the value of β is fixed. Therefore, the topological mass term, ∆, is given by
Because the energy-momentum tensor is written in terms of the field strength tensors, it is invariant under the gauge transformations (3) and (4). It is also symmetrical for exchanging indexes. The expression (18) can be rewritten in terms of the dual field of Hμνκλ as stated by
A. Decomposition into irreducible components of SO (3).
To carry out the decomposition of the energy-momentum tensor (20) , the field equations (5-6) and the Bianchi identities (9) and (11) in terms of irreducible components of SO (3),
we initially make the identification of each sector of F µν and H µ with the corresponding irreducible components of SO(3) as listed on Table I: From (17), we extract the components of the conserved energy-momentum tensor Θ 0ᾱ , so that the energy, the Poynting vector, and a new density pressure associated with the extra dimension are expressed respectively by:
Going on with the procedure for extracting the components of the energy-momentum tensor,
we have that the stress tensors are presented as follows:
Fμν Hμ In Table I of Reference [37] were the author introduces a second photon, which he refers to as the shadow photon or paraphoton, and unobserved photon. In our case, what we could call the dark photon is the particle associated to the propagation of − → e and b. In our model, there remains a scalar, S, which is also part of what we call the dark sector. It would be interesting, but we are not doing this here, if we later work out astrophysical constraints on this dark sector as it is done in the series of papers quoted in References [38] [39] [40] .
The right-hand side of Einstein's equation is essentially described by the energymomentum tensor. This constitutes a unified relation (arising from the space-time symmetry) between the energy density and the pressure in the system. In a five-dimensional model, one identifies in the energy-momentum tensor the presence of a sector able to submit the system, through a particular configuration of the fields (26), to a negative pressure which, in its turn, characterizes the effect of accelerated inflation of the Universe, the effect of the so-called dark energy. As a result of the observations, the inflationary profile of the Universe changes over time [41, 42] . Currently, it presents itself as accelerated [43, 44] . This changing behavior in the inflationary profile may be the result of changes in the configuration of the present fields in each phase of the history of the Universe.
In the paper of Reference [26] , the author argues that the tiny value of the cosmological constant can be phenomenologically explained by the use of a 3-form. We also adopt the 3-form, but we consider that, for the sake of electromagnetic effects, the cosmological constant is tiny enough, so that we neglect the curvature of the (Anti-de Sitter) space. In view of that, we adopt Minkowski space as the spacetime background. Then, we attribute to the presence of a specific sector of the energy-momentum tensor in 5D, the effect that mimics dark energy, by virtue of the use of a 3-form in our model.
From what we have discussed above, our work sets out as a possible theoretical support to the paper [26] in order to provide a justification to the fact that 3-form comprises a negative cosmological constant as suggested by the presence of the sector Θ 4 4 of the energymomentum tensor (26) which can become negative depending on the particular configuration of the fields (
The topological mass term (19) used in our action does not affect -by constructionthe energy-momentum tensor (20) . Hence, if the sector Θ 4 4 presents itself as negative, it happens regardless of the mass term we adopt. This Θ 4 4 , which is negative in 5D, may play the role of the cosmological constant in 4D.
The presence of a negative cosmological constant in 4D can be attributed to the presence of a 3-form gauge potential in 5D. If the rank-3 field can provide a negative contribution to Θ 4 4 , so if we put a topological mass term, this will not affect the energy-momentum tensor, so we do not lose the property of a negative Θ 4 4 while we explore other aspects of the rank-3 field in 5D.
B. Radiation fields in 4D.
Next we exhibit the field equations in 5D extracted from the Lagrangian (1) where it is considered fixed constants α and β as has been detailed in the previous section. The equations are expressed in terms of the components − → E , − → B , − → e and b of F µν and of the components χ, S and − → Y of H µνκλ including the mass terms.
We will adopt a dimensional reduction scheme known as Scherk-Schwarz reduction [33] where it is considered that all potentials and fields do not depend on the extra dimension, i.e., it is considered that the derivatives of any field to the fifth coordinate is null, i.e., ∂ 4 (any field) = 0 . The equation (5) in the presence of an external source J µ , when it is decomposed reveals the following equations:
When the equation (6) is decomposed it reveals the following equations: As for the Bianchi identity (9), when it is decomposed reveals:
And finally, the second Bianchi identity gives us just one expression:
This is a continuity equation involving the components (χ, − → Y ). It appoints that
is a conserved quantity of model.
It is important to make clear that, although we write down and study Maxwell's equations in the 5 dimensions, we shall actually carry out a dimensional reduction to (1+3)D and, whenever we consider our electromagnetic fields confined to the 4-dimensional space, there appear extra fields which are inherited from 5 dimensions upon dimensional reduction. So, we are truly considering our electromagnetic interaction in (1+3)D, but we take into account new fileds that show up as a by-product of the 5-dimensional space-time where we have set up our physical scenario.
III. THE FERMIONIC SECTOR IN 5D AND ITS DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION TO 4D.
In this section, we add to the action corresponding to (1) a fermionic sector in 5 dimensions
where we insert the covariant derivative in order to study the interaction of the Dirac field with the gauge fields
and the spinor ψ is a Dirac fermionic field in 5D. The γ-matrices are defined as γμ = (γ µ , γ 4 ), with γ 4 = iγ 5 and γ 5 = iγ 0 γ 1 γ 2 γ 3 such that they satisfy the anti-commutation relations
and the conditions (γ 5 ) † = γ 5 , and (γ 5 ) 2 = 1.
The field equations derived from for the gauge fields in the presence of fermions are given
from which we identify the source terms for each equation:
We may notice that these currents arise due to the presence of the mixing term between the gauge fields in the Lagrangian. Jμνκ H is a topological current, which means that we have a current that is conserved without any reference to the equations of motion and no continuous symmetry of the Lagrangian or the action is associated to this conservation equation. In other words, we have an identically conserved current.
The current Jμνκ H above, when dimensionally reduced to 4D, gives rise precisely to the pseudo-tensor current to which the vortex gauge field of [31] couples. In our case, the current stems from the non-minimal coupling present in the covariant derivative (37) as an imprint of the five-dimensional world. So, this topological current in 5D plays the crucial role of inducing the gauge invariant mass term of reference [31] upon its coupling to the vortex gauge field.
A. Dimensional reduction.
Next, one redefines the complete action, but now having undergone a procedure of dimensional reduction from five to four dimensions. The Greek indices follow the notation µ = (µ, 4) where µ indicates the usual four dimensions andμ indicate five dimensions, i.e., the four usual dimensions plus a extra spatial dimension.
Here, the 1-form Aμ can be divided into a vector sector and a scalar sector: Aμ = (A µ , A 4 ).
As for the 3-form, it can be split into two tensor sectors Cμνκ = (C µνκ , C µν4 ). One redefines the scalar component as A 4 = φ and one then identifies the sector C µν4 = 1 √ 3 B µν as the one known in the literature as Kalb-Ramond field [45] .
Thus, the 5D action is reduced to 4D and can be expressed as follows:
where
is the field strength associated with the Kalb-Ramond field. The vector field X µ is the dual of C µνκ
and by using the gauge transformation (4) of C µνκ we obtain
and hence
i.e., the vector field X µ is purely longitudinal. By using the field equations (12-13), this dimensional reduction shows that the bosonic fields in the reduced action (43) acquire a mass m 2 . The field Hμ = ( G µ , H 4 ) may be split in H 4 = ∂ µ X µ and G µ , i.e., the dual of
Therefore, the covariant derivative of (43) in four dimensions is
Here the 3-form gauge field in 4D is nothing but a longitudinal vector, because it propagates its longitudinal part and suppresses its transverse component, as equation (47) suggests. The light-shining-through-a-wall experiments (LSW) [46, 47] are capable of detecting longitudinal radiation [48] .
From the works by Antoniadis et al. [49, 50] and Ringwald et al. [48] , what they consider in 4D as a scalar (in the Axionic Electrodynamics), turns out to originate from the 3-form (X µ ). So, the Antoniadis' axion is for us a remnant of the 3-form gauge potential in 5D.
The articles by Antoniadis [49, 50] show that the 3-form which appears in 4D may be in fact a scalar. Our vector field X µ just propagates the longitudinal part because this is the gauge invariant component, i.e., this vector field carries the spin-0 and the spin-1 components, but gauge symmetry acts to gauge away the spin-1 piece.
These two new bosons (vector and scalar) that appear simultaneously in our model can be interpreted, in fact, as "two sides of the same coin". A "coin" that is conceived in a 5-dimensional scenario, but, from the point of view of our 4-dimensional world, leads us to see it as if there were two separate entities. However, from the point of view of the five-dimensional bulk, it is only one entity, since the 5 dimensions provide a unified view of these two fields. In 4D, we see two entities, the vector and scalar bosons, as a result of dimensional reduction. Under this unified interpretation, the masses of the "two particles"
being the same would also suggest an that there is a common entity the propagates in the bulk between the branes.
B. Propagators
The propagators associated with the Lagrangian (43) are obtained after insertion of the corresponding gauge fixing terms
and adding it to the free part of (43), we have
In the sector of the gauge fields, we cast the Lagrangian into the form below:
where it is written in terms of the projection operators
which satisfy the relations
P 1 e µν,κλ
It is convenient to write the Lagrangian in the matrix form. For this task, we set some of the matrix elements as
Thus,
After that, we inverse the M-matrix in order to find the following propagators:
where K= g µα dimensions. We shall concentrate some efforts on this particular issue and we intend to report on that in a forthcoming paper.
As a final open question, one highlights the study of magnetic monopoles in a 5-dimensional scenario, where they are extended one-dimensional objects (i.e., strings) which appear as the dual of point-like charges. So, in 5D, magnetic monopoles have their interaction mediated by the 2-form Kalb-Ramond field. As a follow-up of the present work, we shall be making efforts to pursue an investigation of 5D Electrodynamics in the presence of (extended) magnetic monopoles, so that a 1-, a 2-and a 3-form should be all be present and their effect on the phenomenon of dark energy in 4 dimensions should be reassessed.
